Wickham Residential Flat Building
This new two-storey 13 unit residential flat building is at 29A
Throsby Street, Wickham NSW zoned ‘B4 Mixed Use’ under
the provisions of Newcastle City Centre Local Environmental
Plan 2012. Essential facilities and services were already available to the site on which a sat a vacant concrete slab. The
development included the provision of car parking and landscaping.
The development is comprised of 3 one-bedroom units and 9
two-bedroom units incorporating open plan kitchen/dining/
living spaces with private courtyard/balconies. The ground
floor also contains a commercial/retail space fronting Throsby
Street with the appreciation that the area is in a transitional
phase moving to more mixed-use developments.
The design aims to provide a strong built form aesthetic, having a positive impact on the urban nature of the streetscape.
The units aim to satisfy the increasing demand, and the
changing social and demographic profile of the community
by offering variable and affordable housing options. The development establishes a safe and secure amenity for its occupants and the wider community.
The proposed development has been carefully considered
in relation to its aesthetic presence in evolving precinct and
street scape. It has been conceived as a deliberately modern
addition to its surroundings, albeit one which closely relates
to the terrace row housing inherent to the area and surrounding suburbs. The articulated façade and roof line blends in to
the existing development within the street, both present and
proposed.
Notwithstanding the modest approach to materials, the proposed building reflects an extensive design resolution process which has resulted in a rigorous, controlled building façade which has a clear relationship to its internal design and
reflects the practicalities of apartment living. Façade forms
are simple and uncomplicated.
A restrained palette of finishes brings a measured but conspicuous overall building composition to a locale of assorted
building type and aesthetic.
Materiality consists of:
Insitu-concrete slabs (with suspended ceilings and tile/
carpet floors)
Full width glazing between parti-walls - dark framing
with toned glass (recessive)
Balcony decks with lightweight balustrades and 		
screens panning between concrete blades
Outer screen – white, fine, vertical steel elements -sur
face fixed to balcony edges.
The development encourages public transport use, walking
and cycling through its location to these facilities and/or associated infrastructure. Overall the development encourages
redevelopment that allows for more compact and sustainable urban form for the Wickham area and assists in creating
a vibrant place for people to live in proximity to community
facilities and services, commercial centres, employment, and
transport nodes.
The development is located in a dense suburban area, and is
in close proximity to open space such as Honeysuckle Foreshore, Wickham Park and National Park providing excellent
amenity for residents. A large communal space has been
provided to the rooftop while most units also have extensive
private balconies and/or courtyards.
Careful consideration of unit layouts has achieved a high level
of acoustic and visual privacy. Taking full advantage of available light and window placement has ensured great cross ventilation to the apartments – this is balanced with achieving a
feasible development with efficient use of the available areas
for common and lettable spaces.
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